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BOTANICAL TOUR


 but even we focus on plants life we will not ignore the animals
such as lemurs and the nature which comes along.
Day 1 :Paris-Tana .
After custom clearance,transfer to your hotel.
Day 2 :Tana - Anjozorobe.
Drive south of the capital Tana the remains of rainforest in the central plateaux.
We try to make the inventory of the predominant plants which used by both humans and lemurs for
their everyday life.
Overnight stay at SAHA FOREST LODGE.
Day 3 :Anjozorobe.
More day to explore this rainforest.
Day 4:Anjozorobe -Tana.
Natural vegetation has little to offer in this part of the highland but what an abondance of cultivated
crops such as sweet potatoes,taro,cassava,corns,sugars cans …..
Stay at SAKAMANGA.
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Day 5:Tana-Tuléar-Ifaty.
The south of Madagascar is marked by the spiny forest and kingdom of Baobab.
The visit of the spiny forest of Mangily will bring you to a different world inside these octopus trees
and elephant’s foot trees.
Overnight at LA MIRA.
Day 6:Ifaty.
Morning to explore this wild and unique spiny forest.
Overnight at LA MIRA.
Day 7:Ifaty-Tuléar:visit of the Arboretum.
Drive back to TULEAR where you spend some time to study the plant of the south at the
ARBORETUM of ANTSOKAY which gather all the specimens of the plants of south of Madagascar.
Overnight at the Auberge de la TABLE.
Day 8:Tuléar –Tana.
Fly to TANA .Then visit of the flower market.

Day 9:Tana-Diego suarez-Amber mountain.
Fly to the north of Madagascar to AMBER MOUNTAIN rainforest.
Spend time at the botanical path to see the plants typical for this northern part of the island.
Overnight at NATURE LODGE.
Day 10:Amber mountain-.Ankarana
Leave AMBER MOUNTAIN and drive towards ANKARANA.
Overnight at RELAIS D’ANKARANA.
Day 11:Ankarana.
We will explore the vegetation of this unique rock formation called tsingy with its extraordinary
diversity.Different species of kalanchoes,some pachypodium which is endemic to this
area,xerophyta,some orchids …..
Overnight at RELAIS D’ANKARANA.
Day 12:Ankarana- Diego suarez- Tana.
Leave ANKARAKANA then drive back to DIEGO SUAREZ to catch the flight to TANA.Then
waiting at the airport for the flight home.
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